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XOOPS References is a module that will allow you to create an unlimited number of customer
references, which you can categorize any way you want.

The key features of each reference that you create:

- RSS Feed of recent references
- Modern display with accordion effect and "Lightview"
- Choice of the text editor to use to create references
- Automatic creation of thumbnails of each screenshot
- Ability to use a keyword system (TAGS)
- Possibility to activate a notification when creating a new reference
- Integration with XOOPS
- Ability to clone module
- Cache Management to improve performance on a heavily used environment
- Management of permissions categories

The module, originally developed by Hervet, has been updated for XOOPS 2.5.8 and PHP 7

Download: GitHub

Tutorial: Gitbook Repository

You can contribute to the Tutorial on GitHub

Module Development: GitHub

https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/references/releases
https://www.gitbook.com/book/xoops/references-tutorial
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/references-tutorial
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/references
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